Synthesis of a Double-Network Supramolecular Hydrogel by Having One Network Catalyse the Formation of the Second.
Self-assembly of biomolecules catalytically controls the formation of natural supramolecular structures, giving highly ordered complex materials. Such desirable hybrid systems are very difficult to design and construct synthetically. A hybrid double-network hydrogel with a maximum storage modulus (G'max ) of up to 55 kPa can be synthesized by using a self-assembled hydrogel that catalyses the formation of another kinetically arrested hydrogel network. Tuning of the catalytic efficiency of the first network allowed spatiotemporal control over the evolution of the second network and the resulting mechanical properties. The distribution of active catalytic sites was optimal for catalytic fibres prepared at the minimum gelation concentration (MGC) to give the double-network hydrogel with highest storage modulus. This approach could be very useful in preparing complex hierarchical structures with tailor-made properties.